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Abstract: The text analyses the adaptation of Stanley Kubrick, Eyes Wide Shut, from the novel Dream Story, by Arthur Schnitzler. It is based in the Brian McFarlane theory of filmic adaptation, which proposes an interpretation based in narrative functions initially proposed by Roland Barthes throughout his work. The analysis is focused on an informant function: the change of a password, from “Denmark”, in the novel, to “Fidelio”, in the film. This change alone is representative of the whole universe of the adapted work, difference from the fictional atmosphere of the romance: a transformation in time and space from Vienna in the beginning of the 20th Century to New York 1999.
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For the layman, the problem of authorship hardly exists: it is the author who conceives and achieves a work. Of course things are not as simple as that. When it comes to filmic adaptation the questions becomes even less simple, if we consider the various kinds of interference which occur until we get to the final work.

For the analysis of the filmic adaptation of Arthur Schnitzler’s novel Dream Story, Eyes Wide Shut, by Stanley Kubrick, the theory of adaptation developed in Brian McFarlane’s Novel to Film proves most useful, and will be used in this paper. In fact, McFarlane’s theory of filmic adaptation is based on Barthes’s concepts for the analysis of the various semantic levels in literary fiction. In Novel to Film, McFarlane transposes to the analysis of filmic adaptation the two large groups of
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narrative functions described by Barthes: *distributional* and *integrational* functions.

Distributional functions include actions and events crucial for the unfolding of the narrative. They are linearly connected and therefore directly transferable from one medium to the other. Distributive functions may be divided into *cardinals* and *catalysers*. Cardinals are the main actions and events. Catalysers are small actions, which support the cardinals, placing them in a more specific reality. They represent things less crucial to the general structure of the story, but at the same time are necessary in the classical form of literary narrative to support the fictional universe created by all elements together.

In *Eyes Wide Shut*, his last film, Stanley Kubrick as a whole keeps the cardinals of the novel, telling approximately the same story, and maintaining the “classical” structure of the narrative practice as a whole (structure in three acts: introduction, climax and ending, for example). However, the novel takes place in Vienna, at the beginning of the 20th century, while, in the film, everything happens in New York, 1999. This change in place and time of course causes some differences in narrative aspects and consequently in the atmosphere of the story in general.

As an example of the catalysers, in the beginning of the film, a phone call lets the protagonist, a doctor, know about a patient’s death in his sleep – which “fires” his inner conflict in which the whole story is developed. In the novel, a messenger takes a long walk in order to tell the doctor about the same patient’s critical condition. In short, the change of scenery, as the film moves to 1999 New York, in opposition to Viena at the beginning of the century, generates the set of catalyser functions different from the novel, but that still support the same cardinal functions. Therefore, even though there are no big changes in the plot (cardinals), these catalysers allow the portraying of a very different social context of the story first written by Arthur Schnitzler.

Other changes – caused by the use of different media – can also be observed. These have to do with the concepts of *adaptation proper* and *transfer*, contrasted by McFarlane. According to him, adaptation proper is the process undergone by elements caracteristically literary in the passage from novel to film. At this point, it is necessary to consider the basic differences between the arts of writing and filmmaking. The adaptation proper deals with the elements of the written text versus moving pictures, which instead of words and description, also tells stories with colors, photography, mise-en-scène, editing, music etc. and even
the background of the actors starring the film. Transfer, on the other hand, happens when it is possible to transpose elements directly from one medium to the other, without any interference from the narrative “tools” available in each medium.

Having summed up the main points about distributional functions, we may now consider the integrational functions. They are not easily transferable. Different from the distributional, they are not linear, requiring a more diffuse reading, as they refer to the functionality of being, not of doing. They do not refer to actions themselves, but to the way they are portrayed and interconnected throughout the story. Integrational functions can also be divided into two kinds, indexes and informants. Indexes refer to the way the events are narrated: they must necessarily be adapted. Roughly, indexes can be better related to adaptation proper, as opposed to transfer. Informants can either be transferred or adapted: for they concern names, ages, professions, characters’ psychological profiles or physical characteristics, etc.

Indexes are usually the most controversial of the functions, since they bring out discussions of the media themselves. A good example is how the first ball of both narratives (a Christmas party thrown by one of the hero’s patients) recalls the novel’s atmosphere through cenography, costumes, camera movements and the photographic construction. The ball takes place in the Greenwich Village in New York, at a mansion constructed in the beginning of the century in an old style. The architecture artifacts as well as the art works in the walls and furniture, along with a predominantly brown palette of colors, the soft camera movements following the classical music that the guests dance in pairs forming such a perfect choreography, also reconstruct the time in which the novel was written and portrays. Therefore, this isolated sequence leads to the conclusion that indexes may be always different in the novel and its filmic adaptation because it is a way of telling, but even so they can pass through very similar or even the same messages.

Back to informant functions, Roland Barthes defines them as information with immediate signification (McFARLANE, 1996, p. 14). For McFarlane, as he is talking about film adaptation, this concept may have a different connotation. If we consider Literature and Cinema as means of artistic expression, of course even a name or a physical characteristic can carry a bigger purpose than pure information. This can be illustrated in Kubrick’s film with the change in a password required to enter an orgy, a central scene in both novel and film. This alteration has a far reaching signification and also establishes connections with
A Clockwork Orange, another work by the same filmmaker, released in the 70’s.

This is discussed in “Eyes Wide Shut: The Dream-Odissey of Stanley Kubrick”, an article by Stuart McDougal, who points a relation between Eyes Wide Shut and the filmmaker’s personal life.

In the novel, the word “Denmark” refers to the country where the hero’s wife’s phantasy happens. Being also the password to the orgy where the hero carries through his own phantasy, “Denmark” brings together the inner worlds of the couple in the story.

In the film, the password “Denmark” is replaced by “Fidelio”, an ironic reference to fidelity (in a relationship between two people), one of the themes in both works. Besides, Fidelio is also the name of a Beethoven opera, Fidelio or Married Love. This is made clear when the movie’s protagonist is talking to his friend Nick Nightngale, who writes down the password on a napkin. Using “Fidelio” as a password, Kubrick likewise refers to A Clockwork Orange, where the figure of Beethoven holds great importance for the protagonist. Beethoven’s importance owes to the fact that Alex, the protagonist, is obsessed with his music – particularly with the 9th Symphony – while he is still free and inflicting his ultra-violence on others. Later on, the same music plays a crucial part in the treatment that cures him of the indiscriminate practice of violence. Named Ludovico – a reference to the composer’s first name, Ludwig – the treatment consists in forcing the patient to watch movies with violent scenes (similar to the ones he had enacted himself) while the 9th Symphony is played.

Under medication, tied to a chair, with “eyes wide open” – in McDougal’s words – by means of devices that have the specific purpose of preventing him from closing his eyes – Alex faces the screen. He is cured by the combination of drugs with the observation of violent acts and the simultaneous audition of Beethoven’s music. For this reason, together with various other elements in Eyes Wide Shut, the Ludovico treatment brings about a metafictional moment that forces us to reflect on our role as spectators, and the role of cinema as not only information, entertainment or even art, but it also suggests a social “educational” role.

In this connection, we may add that Kubrick, once asked about Alex’s taste for Beethoven, answered: “I think this suggests the failure of culture to have any morally refining effect on society. Many top Nazis were cultured and sophisticated men, but it didn’t do them, or anyone else, much good” (KREIDER, 2000, p.42). The sentence reminds us of
the use of “Fidelio” as reiteration of this critique, and helps us consider Kubrick’s last work as an expression of his ideals and conjunction of his works through a story written by Schnitzler.

On the other hand, Alex’s nausea may be related to the repulse aroused in the spectator by the laying bare of North-American high society in *Eyes Wide Shut*. This relates to the first scene of the movie, when the hero’s wife (played by Nicole Kidman) drops her dress and stands stark naked. At this moment, the screen becomes black, and the words EYES WIDE SHUT appear abruptly, as a reproach to the audience, who of course would like to stare at the scene for a while. In this shocking scene, as in subtler ones, Kubrick forces the spectator to turn his eyes inwards, so that “eyes wide shut” are the characters’ as well as the audience’s.

At this point we may relate this discussion to a few elements pointed out by Tim Kreider in *Introducing Sociology*. The details pointed out support the idea of Kubrick using the catalysers to complement Schnitzler’s work, even though the film keeps most of the story told in the novel.

One of the questions raised by the catalysers, which Kreider points out, is the consumism and curruption of North-American society. According to Kreider the hero’s character can be defined by his first line: “Have you seen my wallet?”. Throughout the film, he deliberately shows his doctor credentials and gives away hundreds of dollars to buy, bribe or intimidate everybody, from taximen to prostitutes. The scenes involving the power of money and social status, given to him by the social value attributed to his profession, support the main actions. The meaning of the scenes is especially emphasized by the frequency of their appearance. In a world thus depicted, everything can be bought and sold.

This is also illustrated by the sequence of the costume shop, to which the hero goes in order to rent a costume required to enter the orgy party mentioned before. The owner agrees to help the protagonist and rent him a costume in the late hours of the night only after he offers him the payment of twice the normal price. As an example, this strikes a contrast with the corresponding episode in *Dream Story*, where the character tells the shop owner that money would be no problem, and gets as an answer “I ask what´s owing to me, nothing more”.

In isolation, these and other details may seem insignificant. However, brought together, they articulate a consistent whole and contribute to project significant differences between the novel and the
film, even though both tell approximately the same story. Kubrick has used film to express his personal stance before some of the themes developed in Schnitzler’s novel, such as fidelity and corruption, which still remain relevant for our contemporaries.
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